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One of the main pursuits in proteomics is to understand the complex network of protein-protein interactions
(PPI) that underpin biological processes. Two major classes of PPI are domain-domain interactions (DDI)
between globular proteins, and domain-motif interactions (DMI) between a globular domain and a short linear
motif (SLiM) in its partner. Advances in high-throughput experimental techniques have been applied at largescale in an attempt to characterise the interactome of various organisms. However, PPI networks being
identified by these high-throughput experiments have low resolution compared to low-throughput technologies,
such as protein co-crystallization. Furthermore, large-scale approaches may be poor at capturing low affinity or
transient interactions, which includes the majority of known DMI.

An example of SLiM definition

Despite returning relatively few experimentally validated DMI, we present evidence that high-throughput PPI data is enriched for DMI and thus
potentially useful for the prediction of novel SLiMs. We discuss the relative merits of different PPI identification methods for capturing DMI and
DDI, as well as potential quality versus quantity trade-offs in DMI prediction.

Protein-Protein Interactions

Methods

A schematic representation of the main pipeline. Short Linear Motifs (SLiMs) were predicted for motif proteins (mProteins) in the PPI
data. ELM binding domains (EBDs) and ELM Occurances (ELMOcc) were retrieved from the ELM database (ELMdb). Domains and their
respective proteins (dProteins) were parsed from Uniprot. mProteins were mapped to ELMs and Pfam domains which were then mapped
to their respective dProteins creating an overall pool of the DMIs (potential DMIs). Real DMIs were predicted by mapping all possible DMIs
to PPI data. Permutation test was done to see how likely it is to have false positive DMIs.

Significance of real DMI enrichment differences

How well PPI data captures DMIs
Comparison of normalized real DMIs captured by different datasets revealed significance
of differences in terms of enrichment

Three well known high-throughput methods (Y2H, AP-MS and CoFrac-MS) along with comprehensive PPI databases were
compared to see which one was better at predicting DMIs. All datasets showed significant enrichment P < 0.001. Y2H was
more enriched as compared to other methods/datasets.
Enrichment analysis

(Y2H)
Predicted DMIs: 2409

Enrichment: 7.96

Predicted DMIs: 84

Enrichment: 3.54

Predicted DMIs: 1031

To see how well PPI data was
capturing DMIs, we compared the
observed DMI predictions to a
background distribution of expected
DMIs when proteins are randomly
assigned interaction partners. For this,
(AP-MS)
PPI data was permutated 1000 times
where each protein maintained the
same number of interacting partners
but the connections are randomly
assigned. This is performed by first
reducing PPI data to non-redundant
protein pairs and then randomizing the
(AP-MS)
(CoFrac-MS)
domain proteins whilst avoiding the
introduction of redundant random PPI
pairs. The permutated PPI datasets
are then mapped onto the potential
DMIs in the same fashion as the real
data. Enrichment was calculated as an
empirical P-value corresponding to the
probability of seeing at least as many
Histograms showing enrichment of DMIs in different datasets. Frequency bars indicate the
DMIs in random PPI data.
number of randomised PPI datasets returning a given number of predicted DMIs. The
dotted arrow indicates the enrichment estimation of the predicted DMIs in random
datasets.
Predicted DMIs: 137

Predicted DMIs: 38

Enrichment: 6.81

Enrichment: 3.92

Predicted DMIs: 1384

Predicted DMIs: 2455

Enrichment: 5.33

Enrichment: 2.57

Predicted DMIs: 1335

Enrichment: 2.62

Predicted DMIs: 195 Enrichment: 2.31

A density plot showing normalised real DMI enrichment for different datasets.

Overlap of DMIs

Estimated real DMIs and DDIs
Only a small fraction of known DMIs for different datasets overlap with each other
Y2H captures more real DMIs than other methods

Estimated number of real DMIs captured by different datasets.
Real DMIs are calculated by extracting stochastic DMIs from
predicted DMIs (DMIReal = DMIObs – DMISto).

Enrichment of real DMIs captured by different datasets.
Overlap of known DMIs captured by three well known methods i.e.
AP-MS, Y2H and Co-Fractionation.

Overlap of DMIs captured by different methods with
DMIs captured by databases.

AP-MS captures more real DDIs than other methods
DDIs were predicted utilizing known 3D interaction data available in 3DID. PPIs captured by AP-MS had highest
enrichment than other PPI identification methods.
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datasets. Real DDIs are calculated by extracting stochastic
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Enrichment of real DDIs captured by different datasets.
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